We present the formalism for consistently transforming transition operators within the in-medium similarity renormalization group framework. We implement the operator transformation in both the equations-of-motion and valence-space variants, and present first results for electromagnetic transitions and moments in medium-mass nuclei using consistently-evolved operators, including the induced two-body parts. These results are compared to experimental values, and-where possiblethe results of no-core shell model calculations using the same input chiral interaction. We find good agreement between the equations-of-motion and valence space approaches. Magnetic dipole observables are generally in reasonable agreement with experiment, while the more collective electric quadrupole and octupole observables are significantly underpredicted, often by over an order of magnitude, indicating missing physics at the present level of truncation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the observed properties of atomic nuclei based upon the underlying hadronic degrees of freedom has long been a major goal of nuclear structure theory. Achieving this goal has become especially important as nuclei become laboratories in the search for physics beyond the Standard Model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the treatment of the nuclear physics relevant for these searches, the more traditional phenomenological approaches to nuclear physics-despite their tremendous success in predicting and interpreting existing nuclear data [6, 7] -suffer from a lack of guidance as to how to incorporate new physics and make meaningful predictions. This is largely due to the fact that, by definition, there is no data for these processes upon which to fix phenomenological parameters. One promising path forward is to construct nuclei ab initio, starting from the underlying degrees of freedom rooted in the Standard Model. The two main tasks in this approach are the formulation of appropriate interactions between nucleons, and the solution of the resulting many-body problem with sufficient accuracy. Substantial progress has been made on the former difficulty by the application of chiral effective field theory (EFT) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , though much work certainly remains.
On the many-body front, methods such as the no-core shell model (NCSM) [13] [14] [15] and quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [16] provide exact solutions for p-shell nuclei up to finite basis effects and sampling errors. While the application of renormalization group ideas [17] [18] [19] [20] has helped extend the reach of the NCSM, both of these * parzuchowski.1@osu.edu † sstroberg@triumf.ca ‡ navratil@triumf.ca § hergert@nscl.msu.edu ¶ bogner@nscl.msu.edu methods encounter prohibitive computational scaling for medium-mass nuclei.
Another class of approximate but systematically improvable many-body methods, namely coupledcluster (CC) [21] [22] [23] , self-consistent Green's functions (SCGF) [24] [25] [26] [27] , many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) [28] [29] [30] [31] , and the in-medium similarity renormalization group (IMSRG) [32] [33] [34] [35] , have enabled applications to nuclei beyond the f p-shell [31, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Each of these methods may be formulated in terms of summed Goldstone diagrams (including some classes of diagrams to all orders), and each employs normal ordering with respect to a reference state in order to approximately treat three-and higher-body terms. With these methods, immense progress has been made in the calculation of nuclear binding energies, radii, and excited state spectra, where it is now possible to calculate these observable quantities consistently using two-and three-nucleon forces throughout the expanses of the medium-mass nuclear landscape. At the present time, the deficiencies in the nuclear interactions have become the main source of error for many calculations, as opposed to truncation errors in the solution of the many-body problem.
As alluded to above, a major advantage of ab initio methods which start from chiral EFT is the possibility to obtain transition operators consistent with a given interaction. A consistent treatment of operators is essential to address open questions in nuclear physics such as the source of axial-vector quenching in-medium [41, 42] , and to do away with phenomenological concepts such as effective charges for E2 transitions. It will also be indispensable for reliably calculating quantities relevant for searches for physics beyond the Standard Model, such as neutrinoless double beta decay [5] . Finally, it remains to be demonstrated that the success of diagrammaticexpansion methods in calculating energies and radii carries over to other observables.
The effort to obtain consistent effective operators for
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use in nuclear structure calculations is certainly not new (see, e.g., [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] ), and has long been a difficult problem for nuclear theory, though some progress has been made in recent years [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . The IMSRG presents a straightforward framework for deriving consistent effective operators, because it is formulated in terms of a series of unitary transformations. In order to reduce the storage needed for calculations, the IMSRG, like the other diagrammatic expansion methods, is generally formulated in an angular momentum coupled basis. As a result, additional formal developments are required for the treatment of spherical tensor operators-i.e., operators that carry angular momentum-which are necessary for the calculation of transition strengths, electromagnetic moments and response functions. In this work, we present a streamlined effective operator formalism for spherical tensors, using the recently developed equationsof-motion IMSRG [54] (EOM-IMSRG) and valence-space IMSRG [34, 55, 56] (VS-IMSRG). The two methods offer complementary approaches to the problems of nuclear spectroscopy and decay, each with different benefits and drawbacks: The EOM-IMSRG works with large singleparticle spaces, but limits the type of particle-hole excitations, while VS-IMSRG treats all particle-hole excitations in a small single-particle valence space exactly, but relies on a truncated IMSRG decoupling to account for excitations outside of that valence space. As we will discuss in the following, operators that appear in the IMSRG flow equations are truncated at the two-body level, and higher induced operators are neglected. We will demonstrate that both methods are capable of consistently describing excited states and transitions for a certain class of states. In some cases we find results consistent with experiment, while in others we make note of discrepancies. This work is organized as follows. In section II, we give the relevant commutator expressions for the calculation of effective tensor operators, and lay out the formalism for the EOM-IMSRG and VS-IMSRG. In section III, we present results of calculations of transitions and moments for several nuclei ranging in mass from the deuteron to 60 Ni, and we present conclusions in section IV.
II. FORMALISM
Here, we lay out the framework for evaluating matrix elements of spherical tensor operators in the IMSRG. For a review of the theory and formalism of IMSRG, we refer the reader to Ref. [33] .
A. Commutator expressions
The main new development required for the transformation of tensor operators is the expression for the commutator between an operator of spherical tensor rank λ with a scalar operator (λ = 0). We truncate all operators at the two-body level in the following discussion. We write a scalar operator S in normal-ordered form as
Our two-body states are antisymmetrized but unnormalized, so that expressions may be written in terms of unrestricted sums. The unnormalized two-body matrix elements, indicated by a breve (4) We write a spherical tensor operator T λ µ of rank λ and projection µ as
where [×] indicates a tensor product. Note that a tensor operator (λ = 0) that is normal-ordered with respect to a spherical reference state (as used in all calculations here) will have a zero-body piece T λ 0b = 0. The tilde in eq. (5) indicates the usual transformation of the annihilation operator a p to a spherical tensor operator [57, 58] :
A †JM pq is a creation operator for a two-particle state with total angular momentum J and projection M :
The coefficients T λ pq andT (J1J2)λ pqrs are defined by the following reduced matrix elements, using the convention of Edmonds [58, 59] ,
The commutator C λ µ of the operators S and T λ µ will be a spherical-tensor operator of rank λ:
The coefficients C λ pq andC (J1J2)λ pqrs are given by equations (B2) and (B3) in appendix B.
B. Equations-of-motion IMSRG
In the equations-of-motion (EOM) formulation of the IMSRG, we first perform a single reference ground state calculation, which maps the reference |Φ 0 to the ground state |Ψ 0 via a continuous sequence of unitary transformations U (s) that are labeled by the flow parameter s. We then describe the excited states in the IMSRGtransformed frame using a ladder operatorX † ν acting on the reference state
Here the bar indicates that the ladder operator is expressed in the transformed frame. The Schrödinger equation for the IMSRG rotated HamiltonianH may then be written as
As a result of the ground-state decoupling, there is no correlation between the ground state and excited states in the rotated frame, soX † ν (J Π ) will consist only of excitation operators of the form a † a a † b · · · a i a j · · · , where a, b, c, . . . and i, j, k, . . . denote orbitals that are unoccupied and occupied, respectively, in the reference state. Note that evaluating the l.h.s. of (13) requires a scalartensor commutator as defined in (11) .
Calculations of this type are subject to two sources of systematically improvable error, namely truncations of the IMSRG equations and truncations of the EOM ladder operator. In this work, both truncations will be made at the two-body level (EOM(2)-IMSRG(2) ≡ EOM-IMSRG(2,2)). The normal ordering with respect to the reference state is crucially important to control the quality of these truncations, because it allows us to retain in-medium contributions from 3N forces in the normal ordered zero-, one-, and two-body pieces of our operators. Beyond the IMSRG framework, the truncation of input interactions and operators at the normal-ordered two-body level is known as the normal-ordered two-body (NO2B) approximation [37, [60] [61] [62] .
Our ladder operators are linear combinations of oneand two-body excitation operators coupled to desired spin
The amplitudes X J ai (ν) andX (J1J2)J abij (ν), as well as excitation energies, are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem (13) . Note that this formulation is equivalent to configuration interaction with singles and doubles (CISD), i.e. diagonalizing the transformed Hamiltonian in the space of 1p1h and 2p2h excitations out of |Φ 0 .
To quantify the importance of the EOM ladder operator truncation, we compute the 1p1h partial norms,
For states with n ν (1p1h) near one, we expect small error in the EOM portion of the calculation. A small 1p1h partial norm indicates that the rotated wave-function for the state in question contains higher-order many-body excitations which are not captured by the ladder operator in (14) . Operator matrix elements for transitions to the ground state may be written
and for transitions between excited states, or expectation values of excited states,
(18) The matrix elements of Y are given by equations B7 and B8 in appendix B. In equations (16)- (18), we use a transition operator which is transformed consistently with the Hamiltonian. To achieve this, we express the unitary transformation as the exponential of an antiHermitian generator: U = e Ω , with Ω † = −Ω [63] . Any operator O λ can then be consistently transformed bȳ
where we again use the scalar-tensor commutators of (11) .
In the formulas presented in Appendix B, transition operators are assumed to be normal-ordered with respect to the reference |Φ 0 . If O λ is initially a one-body operator with λ = 0, then this requires no additional work. If O λ has a two-body component-as is the case if we include meson-exchange currents, or if the bare operator has been SRG evolved in free space-then we need the formula for obtaining the normal-ordered form (indicated
This may be obtained by beginning with the usual mscheme formula [33] and applying (C1). Here n a is the occupation fraction of orbit a, defined so that 0 ≤ n a ≤ 1.
C. Valence space IMSRG
In the valence-space (VS) formulation of the IMSRG, the unitary transformation U decouples a valence space Hamiltonian H VS from the remainder of the Hilbert space (the excluded space) H excl ,
The eigenstates are obtained by a subsequent diagonalization ofH VS within the valence space. The expectation value of O λ between initial state |ψ i and final state |ψ f may be obtained by combining the matrix elements of O λ with the one-and two-body transition densities (working with the consistently-transformed valence-space operators and wave functions)
(22) The one-body transition densities are defined by
and the two-body transition densities are
There is a clear parallel between (22) and (16), due to the fact that the amplitudes X J ai (ν) andX (J1J2)J abij (ν) correspond to the one-and two-body transition densities, respectively, between |Ψ ν and the ground state. For all the valence space results presented here, the diagonalizations were performed with the shell model code NuShellX@MSU [64] . As NuShellX does not provide functionality to calculate the two-body transition densities for spherical tensor operators, an additional code has been developed [65] .
For open-shell nuclei, we use the ensemble normal ordering (ENO) approach presented in Ref. [56] . After the valence space is decoupled, we change the normal ordering reference to be the core of the valence space, which requires the use of (20) .
We note that the only approximation made in this procedure is the truncation to normal-ordered two-body operators. Of course, the quality of this approximation depends on the choice of reference and valence space.
III. RESULTS
For all of the calculations presented here, with the exception of the results in section III E, we employ the chiral NN interaction of Entem and Machleidt [66] at N 3 LO with a cutoff Λ N N = 500 MeV, and the local 3N interaction of Refs. [61, 67, 68] at N 2 LO with a cutoff Λ 3N = 400 MeV. We use an additional three-body energy truncation E 3max ≡ e 1 + e 2 + e 3 ≤ 14, where e i = 2n i + l i corresponds to the ith single particle shell in the harmonic oscillator basis. The interactions are consistently SRG evolved [17, 20] to a scale λ SRG = 2.0 fm −1 . This interaction has been shown to give an excellent reproduction of the binding energies in the vicinity of the oxygen isotopes [24, 26, 69] , but it produces radii which are too small by roughly 10% [70] . Since we consider E2 transitions and moments, and the E2 operator goes as r 2 Y (2) , we might expect quadrupole moments and B(E2) strengths to be too small by 20% and 35%, respectively. However, because these observables are dominated by the particles near the Fermi surface, while the radii are a bulk property, it is not obvious that this naive scaling should actually apply.
In most of the figures presented in the following, we present an observable calculated for various values of model space truncation e max and basis frequency ω. If the result is converged with respect to the model space truncation, it should not change as e max is increased, and it should be independent of ω, corresponding to a horizontal line in our figures.
A. Center-of-mass factorization
Before presenting results for electromagnetic moments and transitions, we investigate the role of center-of-mass motion for our calculations. The structure of self-bound nuclei is governed by a translationally-invariant Hamiltonian, which is why we expect factorization of the intrinsic and center-of-mass (c.m.) components of the wave function:
This is particularly important for our current investigation because we do not use translationally-invariant transition operators O λ in order to avoid the inclusion of cumbersome recoil corrections [71] . If the c.m. wave function has angular momentum Λ c.m. = 0, then by the Wigner-Eckart theorem,
and there is no error incurred by including the c.m. part of the operator. The IMSRG is formulated in a lab-frame harmonic oscillator basis with a truncation on the single particle energies (2n + l ≤ e max ), and consequently we cannot ensure rigorous factorization of the c.m. and intrinsic wave functions. We seek instead to demonstrate approximate factorization and, if necessary, project out spurious c.m. contamination.
Calculation of Hc.m.
The form of the c.m. Hamiltonian is taken to be that of a harmonic trap, with the zero-point energy removed:
We can compute properties of the c.m. wave function in a manner similar to the discussion in Refs. [33, 72, 73] .
If the center-of-mass wave function is a Gaussian with oscillator length b, then it will have
which implies
The deviation of ξ c.m. in (29) 
Treatment for excited states
Spurious excited states manifest as nearly degenerate intrinsic states in nuclear spectra. These states can be removed via the Lawson-Gloeckner method [74] , where the intrinsic Hamiltonian is augmented with a scaled centerof-mass trap of the form of eq. 27,
Here, the scale factor β can be taken to arbitrarily large values if sufficient factorization is achieved in calculations using H in only. This process effectively shifts spurious states out of the spectrum by adding a large c.m. excitation energy. Figure 2 demonstrates this procedure for 14 C, for the ground state, first 2 + excited state, and B(E2) value. Quantities are calculated with the EOM-IMSRG(2,2) method. The energies are approximately independent of β, which may be taken naively as evidence of factorization for these states. However, the B(E2) value undergoes a sudden downward shift as the Lawson-Gloeckner term is introduced, but it saturates eventually and displays β-independence as we go to higher β. Of course, the quadrupole operator is more sensitive to structural details of the wave function than the energy, and since we do not use it in a translationally-invariant form, it is not surprising that the B(E2) value would be affected by the imperfect factorization of the wave functions. The fact that we eventually obtain a β-independent result suggests that the Lawson-Gloeckner method is an adequate alternative to explicitly including recoil corrections in the operator [71] . Table I gives the computed E c.m. for calculations with and without explicit inclusion of a center-of-mass trap via the Lawson-Gloeckner term. We expect a perfectly is diminished to below 100 keV and accordingly, we see a shift in the B(E2) value which corresponds to a recoil correction. For the results presented below, we have checked and found that 14 C is the only system where the c.m. trap has a noticeable effect.
B. The deuteron
As a first illustration, we consider ground-state properties of the deuteron. This is useful for a few reasons. First, the system consists of only two particles and so induced three-body forces are irrelevant. Further, the reference is taken to be the true vacuum, so the neglected three body forces do not feed back into the two body terms. We should therefore expect the IMSRG(2) to be exact. Second, full configuration interaction (FCI) calculations are easily performed for modest model spaces, allowing a direct evaluation of the precision of the IMSRG transformation. Finally, we may treat the deuteron in the 0s valence space where the bare quadrupole moment is identically zero. In this case, any non-zero quadrupole moment we obtain is entirely due to effects of the IM-SRG evolution. Figure 3 shows the ground-state energy, root-mean-square charge radius, quadrupole moment and magnetic moment of the deuteron, computed both with FCI and using the IMSRG to decouple the 0s valence space, followed by a trivial diagonalization. We can see that the IMSRG calculation indeed reproduces the FCI.
Here again we see the effect of c.m. spuriosities in the deuteron wave function. While the energy and dipole moment converge to the exact values with little alteration from c.m. contamination, the charge radius overshoots it drastically. Although we have not reached convergence for the charge radius, it is evident that Lawson-Gloeckner scaling significantly reduces its value. To get a sense of the rate of convergence for these observables in an oscillator basis, we have performed calculations in a relative Jacobi basis, where it is possible to go much higher in e max . We observe that the charge radius converges slowly in the Jacobi basis as well.
C. p-shell nuclei: comparison with NCSM
The deuteron is, of course, an exceptionally simple case, due to the fact that there is not really a "medium", and so the IMSRG is really a free-space SRG evolution. Once additional particles are considered, the NO2B approximation is used, and the IMSRG is no longer exact. To test this approximation, we consider p-shell nuclei which may also be treated in the no-core shell model (NCSM). For these calculations, we use the same input Hamiltonian and include the 3N force completely, without using the NO2B approximation 2 The NCSM calculations are presented as a function of the truncation parameter N max which limits the total number of oscillator quanta allowed above the minimum value. For the A = 14 systems, the N max = 8 results have been obtained using an importance truncation [75] . We note that in the NCSM, the c.m. factorization is exact for any N max truncation.
We begin by considering 6 Li, which was previously studied in Ref. [52] in the context of consistentlytransformed electromagnetic transition operators using the Okubo-Lee-Suzuki method. Figure 4 presents several observables for 6 Li, calculated with the valence-space IMSRG, compared to NCSM and experiment. We first observe that there is overall good agreement between the VS-IMSRG and NCSM, as well as with experiment, for the energy and quadrupole moment of the ground state. In Ref. [79] , where an effective p-shell E2 operator was obtained via an Okubo-Lee-Suzuki transformation, the small ground-state quadrupole moment was found to be the result of cancellations between the one and two-body pieces of the effective E2 operator. We find a similar effect in this work 3 , though even greater in magnitude -for example, for the e max = 12, ω=20 calculation we find Q 1b = −0.454 eb and Q 2b = 0.301 eb. The results for observables involving the unbound 3 + excited state converge much more slowly in the NCSM, indicating missing 2 Errors from the NO2B approximation in NCSM calculations will be different from those in IMSRG(2) calculations, as additional NO2B errors accumulate during the IMSRG(2) flow due to induced many-body forces. 3 Since the IMSRG and Okubo-Lee-Suzuki transformations are not identical, there is no requirement that the breakdown into oneand two-body operators be the same in both approaches. continuum effects. Such effects could be included using the NCSM with continuum [80, 81] , but for our present concerns, this is unnecessary. Despite the importance of continuum effects, the VS-IMSRG(2) converges rapidly for observables involving the 3 + state. This indicates that errors incurred through the NO2B truncation hide the effects of the continuum. This produces excellent convergence properties by mistake; the VS-IMSRG(2) converges to an incorrect result without continuum degrees of freedom.
A striking disagreement is found between experiment and the calculations of the B(E2; 3 + 1 → 1 + 1 ) strength. As we will see, this will be a recurring observation. Finally, we note that the M 1 transition strength displays reasonable convergence and good agreement with experiment.
Another interesting case in the p shell is 6 He, which in the naive shell model consists of two neutrons outside a 4 He core. In this picture, any electric multipole observ- ω (MeV) )) is compared with NCSM (column (a)) and experiment [78] .
ables are identically zero because all valence particles are electrically neutral. This problem has historically been addressed by the introduction of an effective charge for the neutrons [57] . As in the deuteron case, 6 He therefore allows us to test how the IMSRG evolution incorporates physics from outside of the valence space into the evolved operator, building up an effective charge in the process. Figure 5 shows the results of VS-IMSRG and NCSM calculations for the ground-state energy, 2 + excitation energy, and B(E2; 2
6 He. Like 6 Li, the excited states of this nucleus are unbound, and in addition, the 6 He ground state can be characterized as a two-neutron halo [82] , which is difficult to describe in a truncated oscillator basis. Nevertheless, we see that the ground state energy displays excellent agreement between the VS-IMSRG, NCSM, and experiment. There is reasonable agreement as well for the energy of the 2 + state, although the NCSM result is not converged with respect to N max (again likely reflecting missing continuum effects). However, for the B(E2), there is serious disagreement between all three. The NCSM result is much lower than the experimental value, and shows no sign of convergence with respect to N max . This is perhaps not surprising, as the E2 operator is of long range, and therefore more sensitive to the halo effects. The VS-IMSRG result appears converged with respect to e max , but is smaller than the NCSM result as well as experimentthe latter by a factor of approximately 15-indicating that the NO2B approximation is insufficient in this case.
As a third test in the p shell, we consider 14 C. Because this is a closed-shell nucleus, we may employ the EOM-IMSRG as well as the VS-IMSRG, and a system of 14 particles is still feasible with the NCSM. Of note are the excellent convergence properties of the IMSRG calculations. For the EOM-IMSRG, observables are nearly independent of the specified ω for the single-particle basis. VS-IMSRG calculations have not used the exhaustive model spaces of the EOM-IMSRG, but they too demonstrate desirable convergence features. The NCSM has begun to show convergence at N max =8, but extrapolation methods must be used to reveal fully converged values. Hence the utility of the IMSRG: For light nuclei such as 14 C, convergence is obtainable without extrapolation, and for heavier nuclei, we expect to be able to identify convergence trends clearly enough to make extrapolation procedures relatively painless compared to the prohibitively large uncertainties one would incur when exact methods such as NCSM are used. Of course, the effect of the additional NO2B approximation must be fully investigated.
As a final test in the p shell, we analyze the isobaric neighbor nucleus 14 N. Here the EOM-IMSRG requires the use of a charge-exchange formalism, i.e., ladder operators which exchange one neutron for a proton. ) to the ground state. We note that this relatively weak transition, which is an analog of the Gamow-Teller beta decay of 14 C, was found to result from a subtle cancellation between various contributions [62, 84] , so that small errors on an ab- solute scale appear large on a relative scale. Regardless, the disagreement between VS-IMSRG and EOM-IMSRG will be investigated in the future.
D. sd and f p shell systems
Ultimately, the power of IMSRG approaches to excited states and effective operators will be the ability to describe these properties in medium-to heavy-mass regions where exact methods are not computationally tractable. In this section we investigate the quality of these calculations for several medium-mass nuclei, again using the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole operators as case studies.
Electric quadrupole observables

Figure 8 displays the first 2
+ excitation energies and B(E2; 2 + 1 → 0 + 1 ) strengths for several nuclei in the sd and pf shells. We find excellent convergence properties, as we did in the p shell, and we see reasonable agreement with experiment for the excitation energies. However, transition strengths are generally underpredicted by an order of magnitude. These results are strikingly consistent between the two methods. A tentative explanation for the diminished strength in 22 O and 48 Ca is provided by the lack of valence protons. In order to describe the transition in these nuclei, valence neutrons must be dressed consistently as quasi-neutrons possessing an effective charge. The absence of any appreciable strength in the two IM-SRG calculations appears to be convincing evidence that IMSRG evolutions, when restricted to the two-body operator level (i.e., VS-IMSRG(2) and EOM-IMSRG(2,2)), do not sufficiently renormalize the neutron charges. However, this discrepancy is evident in many nuclei, regardless of shell structure; we see the same underpredictions in 32 S, and 56,60 Ni, which lie in middle of their respective major shells, with plenty of valence protons to model an electromagnetic transition. 
models the transition as a single proton excitation from a core with the empirical nuclear radius r 0 A 1/3 , where r 0 = 1.2 fm. Excitations that are dominated by a single 1p1h transition will yield experimental B(E2) values near the Weisskopf estimate. This picture certainly falls short of describing those nuclei with magic proton numbers, such as 22 O, but it is nonetheless instructive to consider what the single particle estimates are for even these nuclei, as they describe neutrons with an effective charge in this case.
We find that computed B(E2) values track with Weisskopf estimates rather than actual experimental values, except in the case of a magic proton shell closure, where computations are significantly smaller than the Weisskopf estimates, suggesting that indeed, the renormal- ization of neutron effective charges may not be sufficient in our IMSRG calculations. Moreover, the fact that many of the experimental B(E2) values are significantly larger than the single particle estimates indicates that collectivity which is neglected by VS-IMSRG (2) and EOM-IMSRG(2,2) calculations may be more critical to E2 transition strengths than it is to excitation energies. As a further illustration, we present in Table III the orbit-dependent effective charges for the one-body piece of E2 operator, obtained in a VS-IMSRG(2) calculation of 17 O. Here, we define the effective charges so that
The values listed correspond to a model space truncation e max = 12, and a basis frequency of ω = 20 MeV. (The bare matrix elements are evaluated in the Hartree-Fock basis, so these results are essentially independent of the basis frequency). We obtain a neutron effective charge of approximately 0.1-0.2, considerably smaller than the standard phenomenological value of 0.5. We repeat the exercise for the proton effective charge, using 17 F as the reference, and we obtain very small (and even negative) values of δe π . This discrepancy between proton and neutron effective charges is similar to the effect seen in second order perturbation theory in Ref. [86] , and will be investigated in a future work.
Another possible explanation for diminished E2 observables is deficiencies in the input interactions. As previously discussed, the NN+3N(400) interaction systematically underpredicts nuclear radii, which is tied to its inability to reproduce nuclear saturation. Since the electric quadrupole operator has the same radial dependence as the point-nucleon radius operator, we might naively expect an increase in predicted B(E2) values when using an input interaction which properly reproduces radii, such as N 2 LO sat [87] . We computed B(E2)s for the nuclei shown in fig. 8 with this interaction, using EOM-IMSRG(2,2). We found that a small enhancement is indeed observed (∼50% increase), but N 2 LO sat still systematically underpredicts B(E2) values for these nuclei, indicating that while the interaction does play an important role, missing correlations are still likely to be a major source of error.
Magnetic dipole observables
We now turn to M 1 observables, where the Weisskopf estimate (1.79 µ states in 32 S. Figure 9 shows results from these calculations. We find good agreement between the methods for the magnetic moment of the 2 + state, and with experiment, which is on the order of the naive shell-model estimate. There is some disagreement between the methods for the B(M 1) transition strength, which is three orders of magnitude smaller than the Weisskopf estimate. As with the M 1 transition in 14 N, this is likely due to subtle cancellations, and the apparent error is amplified.
In addition, we investigate 32 Cl, whose ground state can be thought of as a charge-exchange excitation of 32 S, where a neutron is exchanged for a proton. Experimentally, 32 Cl is observed to have a 1 + ground state with a nearly degenerate 2 + state at 89.9 keV [89] . Both IMSRG methods fail to properly order these states with the employed interaction, instead producing a 2 + ground state with a 1 + excited state at 660 and 430 keV for VS-and EOM-IMSRG, respectively. Figure 10 shows convergence of the energy and magnetic dipole moment of the 1 + state, as well as predictions for the M 1 transition strength between the 1 + and 2 + states. The energy is given here as an excitation from the 32 S ground state, as it is calculated in the EOM-IMSRG as an excited state of 32 S with a charge-exchange excitation operator. Disagreement between EOM-and VS-IMSRG is more notable here than for other nuclei, though both methods show qualitative agreement with experiment where available. Particularly troubling is the disagreement in the B(M 1) value, which suggests a large discrepancy in the way higher-order correlations are incorporated into the 2 + state by the two methods.
To investigate this discrepancy, we attempt to approximately reconcile the different approximations made. First, we restrict the VS-IMSRG calculation to allow only one proton and no neutrons in the 0d 3/2 orbit, corresponding to the 1p1h part of the EOM-IMSRG ladder operator, and we obtain B(M 1) = 1.35 µ 2 N . Next, we allow two protons and one neutron in the 0d 3/2 orbit, which incorporates all 2p2h EOM-configurations in the sd shell, as well as some 3p3h configurations, and we obtain B(M 1) = 0.41 µ 2 N . Finally, we restrict the EOM-IMSRG calculation to only allow sd-shell configurations, and we obtain a minor suppression of B(M 1) = 1.08 µ 2 N . From this, we conclude that the structure of the 2 + state is sensitive to configuration mixing effects that are not sufficiently captured with 1p1h and 2p2h excitations out of 32 S. We have computed the magnetic dipole properties of several nuclei, seeing reasonable consistency between EOM-and VS-IMSRG for most observables considered. Limiting ourselves to closed shell cases only, this corresponds to what is seen for E2 observables. In order to compare more precisely with experiment, we should also include the effects of mesonic currents which occur within the nucleus during the transition. Work in that direction is underway.
E. Electric Octupole Transitions
The electric octupole transition offers an additional test of the EOM-IMSRG. (The VS-IMSRG is not currently able to decouple multi-shell valence spaces, and consequently cannot treat parity-changing operators). We investigate the transition strengths from the first 3 − state to ground state for the doubly magic nuclei 16 O and 40 Ca. Figure 11 shows the convergence of this calculation for 16 O. This is an interesting case study, as the 3 − 1 excitation energy has been shown to correlate with the 16 O charge radius and thus depends on saturation properties of the interaction [87] . For this reason, we compare calculations with the NN+3N(400) interaction to those using N 2 LO sat , which is fit to the 16 O charge radius [87] . We see an improvement of the excitation energy when using N 2 LO sat , moving from 9.03 MeV with the NN+3N(400) interaction to 6.90 MeV, in significantly better agreement with the experimental value at 6.13 MeV. Both interactions underpredict the B(E3) value for the transition to the ground state, with the saturating interaction showing greater strength than the NN+3N(400) interaction. Despite EOM partial norms indicating 90% 1p1h content in the 3 − 1 wave-function, higher order correlations may play a significant role in the structure pertinent to the E3 transition, as α-clustering may be important to the structure of the 3 − 1 state [90] . If this were true, EOM-IMSRG(2,2) would not be an appropriate approximation for such a state, and the suppressed E3 strength would be an expected result owing to the missing collectivity.
A similar picture presents itself for 40 Ca in Figure 12 , where again, N 2 LO sat improves the excitation energy but underpredicts the B(E3) strength. For either interaction, the discrepancy is less striking than that seen in 16 O, but the deviation is significant nonetheless. Notable is the 2 e 2 fm 6 ) for the transition to ground state. These values are computed using the EOM-IMSRG(2,2) with N 2 LOsat (column (b)) and the Entem and Machleidt NN(500)-3N(400) interaction (column (a)), and are compared with experiment [91] .
poor convergence features exhibited by N 2 LO sat , where results are seemingly dependent on the basis frequency ω for both energy and B(E3) value. For pf -shell nuclei and beyond, the E 3max truncation has been shown to be a significant source of errors in many-body calculations [39] . This is certainly the case here (we note the 3 − state of 40 Ca is composed of excitations into the pf shell in a naive shell model picture), where varying E 3max between 12 and 14 produces shifts in the excitation energy by 2-4 MeV, and shifts in the B(E3) value by several hundred e 2 fm 6 for N 2 LO sat . However, these errors are not as dramatic for the NN+3N(400) interaction, where the corresponding shifts are on the order of 10 keV and 10 e 2 fm 6 , for energies and B(E3) values respectively, hence the more desirable convergence features.
Computed E3 strengths suffer from largely the same shortcomings as E2 strengths, where we see a significant reduction of the strength from that of experiment. The Weisskopf single-particle estimates for 16 O and 40 Ca are 15.2 and 95.0 e 2 fm 6 respectively. The immense size of the experimental values compared with these estimates indicates a strong level of collectivity in these 3 − 1 states, which is apparently missing in our calculations, although computed E3 strengths are indeed larger than the singleparticle estimates.
F. Comparing and contrasting methods
While we have seen remarkable agreement between the VS-IMSRG(2) and EOM-IMSRG(2,2), there are some discrepancies in the predictions made by either method. These discrepancies are the result of some combination of two sources of error: The two methods decouple different sets of orbits-the EOM-IMSRG decouples a single reference determinant, while the VS-IMSRG decouples the valence space and core, i.e., multiple states at once-and this leads to different errors incurred by the NO2B approximation. Typically, the VS-IMSRG requires a more substantial rotation and therefore is more susceptible to error, though in cases with a small gap above the Fermi surface the opposite may be true. On the other hand, the EOM-IMSRG(2,2) lacks the ability to describe higherorder correlations in states with minimal 1p1h character. This underscores the fact that the two methods are complementary, and different classes of states fall into the sets that are best described by either method.
The VS-IMSRG takes into account all possible valenceparticle configurations within the specified valence space. States that are described well by phenomenological shellmodel approaches should then be described appropriately by the VS-IMSRG. As the shell model can describe collective properties such as deformation, states of this character are well described by this method, provided that their collectivity is restricted to the VS-IMSRG(2) decoupled valence space. On the other hand, states with significant contributions from multiple major shells, in particular unnatural parity states, are unreachable by this method in its current state. Methods to decouple a multi-shell valence space are still under investigation.
The EOM-IMSRG is not restricted by the core/valence space paradigm, but rather derives its computational simplicity from a restriction of the configurations included in the diagonalization. Natural-and unnaturalparity states are therefore treated on the same footing; however, any state will be poorly described if it is dominated by particle-hole excitations that are left out of the definition of the ladder operators. For the EOM-IMSRG(2,2), we work with a space of 1p1h and 2p2h configurations. In this case, states with strong 1p1h content with respect to the fully decoupled reference state are best described by the method. States with 2p2h dominant wave functions are accessible, but the ground-state-decoupled Hamiltonian still introduces strong correlations between these states and 3p3h excitations. For states with a relatively small admixture of 3p3h configurations, we expect that perturbative corrections will be sufficient for the inclusion of missing triples content [54] . However, if the state couples strongly to triple excitations, a full EOM-IMSRG(3,2) treatment is required. Any state which has significant 4p4h or higher correlations in its transformed wave function would require EOM-IMSRG(4,2), and so on.
It is difficult to clearly determine a priori which method will perform best for any given state because, at present, there is no prescription to assign accurate theoretical error bars to these calculations. However, one can make inferences about which method will perform best based on parity arguments, the number of valence nucleons, and the "magnitude" of the IMSRG transformation, indicated by the norm Ω (cf. eq. (19)). Here it will be important to develop a reliable measure of unitarity to quantify IMSRG(2) truncation errors associated with the aggressiveness of the decoupling scheme, e.g., targeting single or multiple states, enforcing additional block-diagonality for the Hamiltonian, etc.
G. The effects of consistent operator evolution
It is worth assessing the impact of consistently applying the IMSRG transformation to the operators discussed thus far; if the bare operators give essentially the same results, then this extra effort is unnecessary. By bare operators, we mean operators expressed in the Hartree-Fock basis, which have not been consistently evolved along with free-space SRG softening. Because the interaction has been softened with the free-space SRG, the operator evolution is not exactly consistent in the first place. Despite that caveat, free-space softening transformations are understood to have little effect on long-range operators such as the electromagnetic multipole operators discussed here, since the principal effect of SRG softening is to renormalize short-range physics. Nonetheless, the problem is being given increasing attention in the nuclear physics community [48, 50, 53, 92] .
The IMSRG transformation is expected to have a noticeable effect on transition operators, as it renormalizes dynamic correlations in the nucleus, which are crucial to transition behavior. Figure 13 presents a few examples of transition matrix elements computed with and without consistent evolution of the operator. M 1b bare refers to the reduced matrix element of the operator expressed in the Hartree-Fock basis without consistent evolution, (using wave functions computed with the evolved Hamiltonian), and M 1b,2b dressed refer to the same calculation with consistently evolved operators. It is evident from these values that IMSRG evolution transforms a bare one-body operator into a many-body operator.
For EOM-IMSRG(2,2) calculations, the induced twobody term generally contributes less than 10% of the to- computed for select nuclei using EOM-IMSRG(2,2). Calculations are performed for bare operators (orange bars) and operators dressed by consistent IMSRG evolution, both the one-body part (green single-hashed bars) and the one-body plus two-body part (blue double-hashed bars) . Values are expressed in e fm 2 and µN for E2 and M 1 operators, respectively. tal magnitude, suggesting that induced three-body terms (neglected in this work) should have an even smaller effect in many cases. Consistently evolved M 1 transition matrix elements exhibit a 10-20% decrease in magnitude compared with the bare operator, and the equivalent comparison for E2 transitions show an increase in magnitude of ∼20%, except in the case of 22 O, where the magnitude increases by 77.5%.
As the decoupling schemes of the VS-and EOM-IMSRG are different, we include results for both methods. We note that the VS-IMSRG(2), despite employing a more substantial decoupling, produces a smaller two-body contribution to the matrix elements for all cases studied here. In several cases, the two-body contributions in the VS-IMSRG destructively interfere with the one-body contributions, although the one-body part dominates. The VS-IMSRG results demonstrate the critical effect of charge renormalization in 22 O, which has no sd-shell protons, and thus vanishing strength when using the bare operator.
From the results shown here, it is evident that consistent operator evolution is indeed important in ab initio nuclear structure calculations. The details of the operator evolution will of course depend on the system under consideration, and on the correlations a given solution method is able to describe. For example, if a given transition is dominated by shell-model like configurations, then the effect of operator evolution should be small in the VS-IMSRG. A similar argument applies for the EOM-IMSRG for transitions that are dominated by 1p1h contributions. On the other hand, in some cases-such as 22 O in the VS-IMSRG-the bare operator will give no contribution at all and the effects of operator evolution are indispensable.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this work we have compared and contrasted two recently developed methods for the computation of excitedstate properties and related observables.
The VS-IMSRG uses IMSRG decoupling to create an effective Hamiltonian for shell model diagonalization, while the EOM-IMSRG performs an approximate, particle-hole truncated diagonalization of the ground-state-decoupled Hamiltonian. We applied both methods to computations of electromagnetic moments and transition strengths.
It was observed that IMSRG ground-state decoupling approximately factorizes the center of mass (c.m.) component of excited state wave functions such that the effect of contamination on the energies is usually negligible. This factorization is not always sufficient for excited states and electromagnetic strengths, which are sensitive to c.m. contamination due to the operators being expressed in lab coordinates. We confirmed that the factorization can be improved by placing the system in a harmonic oscillator trap which only acts on the c.m. coordinate.
The EOM-IMSRG and VS-IMSRG give consistent results in the majority of cases analyzed. While theoretical error bars are necessary for rigorous comparison, the methods qualitatively agree with each other and also with the NCSM, with a few noted exceptions. This latter fact affords us confidence in the results of IMSRG excitedstate calculations in heavier nuclei, for instance in the sd and pf shells.
Notably, experimental E2 observables were underpredicted by roughly an order of magnitude in all nuclei except 14 C. Results of our calculations instead tracked with Weisskopf single-particle estimates, indicating that the inclusion of higher-order collective excitations will be critical for a proper description of E2 observables. A thorough investigation of the treatment of these observables will be forthcoming. E3 observables were computed for doubly magic nuclei, where a similar pattern was observed. M 1 observables, while consistent between employed methods, showed differences from experiment that could potentially be accounted for by the inclusion of meson exchange currents [93] in future works.
In general, electromagnetic observables are well converged with respect to the size of the model space. The main source of error in many of these calculations is evidently truncation errors associated with the NO2B approximation. IMSRG applications to excited states will continue to improve as technical developments are made regarding truncation errors and decoupling strategies. For example, the EOM-IMSRG can be improved significantly by the perturbative inclusion of 3p3h excitations [54] , and the range of applicability of this method will be extended greatly upon extension to multireference formalism. VS-IMSRG methods will continue to improve as strategies for decoupling cross-shell valence spaces are developed, enabling an explicit treatment of important degrees of freedom. Results should also improve as we devise strategies for the inclusion of neglected three-body operators that are induced by the IMSRG evolution.
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Appendix B: Expressions for tensor-scalar commutator and tensor-tensor product
The consistent evolution of effective spherical tensor operators, along with the computation of excited states using EOM-IMSRG formalism require expressions for the commutator of a scalar operator and a spherical tensor operator of arbitrary rank λ, given by (n a n bnc +n anb n c )Ĵ 1Ĵ2 (−1) jp+jc+J1+λ J 1 J 2 λ j q j p j c S J1 (B3) In equations (B2) and (B3),Ĵ ≡ √ 2J + 1, n a is the occupancy of orbit a, with 0 ≤ n a ≤ 1, andn a ≡ (1 − n a ), and P pq (J) ≡ (−1) jp+jq−J P pq is the spherical-basis permutation operator. We have also employed the Pandya-transformed operators defined byS
n a n b +(1 − P pq (J 1 ))(1 − P rs (J 2 ))λĴ 1Ĵ2 The following identities are helpful in deriving the equations in Appendix B. 
